
Fallen London Role-playing

Core System – Characters will have Qualities, which consist of Main Qualities (MQ's) that embody the 
basic skills and natural abilities of the party, and also Story Qualities (SQ's) that represent interesting 
quirks, backgrounds, or colorful tidbits. A characters' MQ's are represented by a fixed number, while 
the SQ's fluctuate over any given session. SQ's have several sub categories, like Menaces, Character 
Qualities, and Things. 

The number attached to a quality represents a single d6. With most challenging actions, a player builds 
up a dice pool by combining MQ's with different relevant SQ's. A player rolls the dice, and tries to get a
certain number of successes to match a set difficulty level. When a die is rolled, a 4, 5 or a 6 is 
considered a success. 

For most challenges, players will be combining MQ's with Character Qualities, which are written on 
their character sheets. CQ's are spendable resources that refill at the beginning of every session (or at 
appropriate moments in play). 

Main Qualities (MQ's) – Dangerous, Persuasive, Shadowy, Watchful

Notes/Further Ideas

In most cases, a player should only be able to combine an MQ and one SQ.

Consider putting a cap on how many dice from an SQ can be added (no more than the rating of the 
highest MQ involved). 

MQ distribution points could be 3. 

Types of Qualities – MQ, Character Quality (CQ), Connected Quality, Menace, Party Quality, 
Negative Quality (NQ).

Character Creation – Determine MQ ratings. Create 3 Character Qualities, distribute points (16). The 
default setup for CQ's is one quality for personal history, one for current occupation, and one for a 
personality quirk.  Distribute points for Connected Qualities (6). Distribute points for Menace Caps 
(all start at 5, redistribute as one sees fit). Create a Party Quality with a base rating of one, any player 
can sacrifice a point from any rating to improve the party rating. New characters do not start with any 
Things beyond the implied basics (simple lodgings, clothes, basic equipment for their profession). 

Connected Qualities – 
Constables
Urchins
Rubbery Men
Tomb-Colonists
Society
The Church
Benthic/Summerset
Bohemians



Hell
Criminals
The Docks
The Great Game
Revolutionaries

A character sheet could look like this - 

Margaret Pillswillow

Dangerous 1 Persuasive 1 Shadowy 2 Watchful 3

An Amateur Detective 7
Practiced Courier 4
Cold and Polished as a Mirror 5

Connected - 
Constables 3
Criminals 2
Urchins1

Wounds   /4
Nightmares  /6
Scandal  /4
Suspicion  /6

The Montecarne Agency 1

Simple Challenges – One player rolls to overcome an obstacle. They roll an MQ, optionally combined 
with an SQ. If they get a number of successes specified by the GM, they succeed. 

Group Challenges – Everyone rolls in a conjoined pool with one of their MQ's. It doesn't have to be the
same MQ if they can justify using a different one in a helpful way (for example, a Shadowy character 
can use their main MQ to help with a Dangerous group challenge by sneaking around and 
backstabbing). If the group can produce the number of successes required by the GM, they succeed. 

Opposed Challenges – If for some stupid reason the players decide to roll against each other, the 
aggressor specifies what she wants to happen, she and the defender create their dice pools and roll 
away. This only happens between players, the GM doesn't roll dice. 

Creating Story Qualities – Players can create SQ's on the fly if they want to. They might want to 
achieve a special result within the story that lies outside the basic goals, like acquiring some special 
information or loot, or they might just want to add to the party's resources for later. This requires 
success on a series of simple tests, as many as the party has time for. Every success adds 1 to the rating
of this SQ. The GM can set a limit for the rating of these SQ's, or limit the players to a certain number 
of challenges made to acquire it. When they are ready to use it, they roll with only the relevant SQ, not 
adding any dice from the MQ. The GM may introduce special SQ's at any time to offer the players 
more options or resources. 



Complex Challenges – A complex challenge is anything that requires multiple dice pool rolls, and 
usually requires building up a story quality that is introduced for that challenge. An example would be 
combat. If the party is engaged with a truly deadly opponent, they will need to first build up a story 
quality that represents a weakness that they must exploit, let's call it “Blinding Rage.” If they can build
up Blinding Rage to a high enough rating (likely by taunting or ridiculing their opponent), one player 
rolls for it using only that SQ. The GM specifies the number of required successes as usual (just one is 
probably good), and if they can achieve it, then defeating their opponent becomes a matter of a simple 
or group challenge. The GM may ask for multiple successes on the SQ roll, or he may introduce 
additional “layers” of SQ's to build up before the challenge is overcome. 

Tiered Success – Some challenges are given a target number for successes by the GM, but any 
successes at all can still provide some benefits. If, for example, the party is fighting a group of ruffians,
any one success can result in a single ruffian's death or dismemberment. Perhaps a player is working 
on a case as a detective, and trying to uncover clues. Getting one or more successes can still provide 
partial clues, or maybe helpful Things, but they won't be able to move on until they meet or exceed the 
target number. 

Consequences – If a player (or the whole party) completely misses a roll,the GM applies a 
consequence. This can be a purely narrative consequence, with no Qualities or dice rolls,  the GM 
might add a Menace, or she might create a Negative SQ. A Menace is a special SQ that starts at 0, and 
fills up to a certain capped number on the character sheet. When it hits that number, the player can 
make a choice: either something bad happens (like dying, going mad, going into exile, prison) and they
lose a point off one of their character SQ's, or they can take a Negative SQ. Choosing “the Bad Thing”
shouldn't remove the character from the game unless he wants to play someone new. It should just be 
an amusing interlude. 

A Negative Quality represents some sort of persistent trouble or disadvantage that plagues the 
character. It has a rating, and occasionally the GM may require the player to roll the Quality (without 
adding any other dice). Any successes for this roll create further problems for the character, possibly in
the form of menaces, or other complications. Negative Qualities should be difficult to get rid of. 

Menaces can be dealt with before they become full. There are items that can reduce their ratings. 

Advancement – As a multi-session game progresses, the players will earn Advancement Points that 
they can spend to improve their various qualities. These can be spent, 1 for 1, to improve any Quality, 
or to reduce a Negative Quality by 1. 

Things – Things are special Qualities that represent physical items, or more abstract things like secrets
or information. Every player can have one equipped item, and any number of other Things in their 
personal inventory. Equipped items can have some of the following uses, as determined by the GM 
handing them out - 

– Adding a +1 to +2 to any single die rolled in a pool.
– Adding a permanent extra die, like an MQ.
– Adding temporary extra dice, like a spendable SQ.
– Reducing a Menace gained as a consequence (this works for armor and such).
– Reducing the dice used in a Negative Quality. 



Other inventory items can have myriad uses. Restoratives can reduce Menaces that have already been 
gained. Many items can act as currency, spent to increase Connected Qualities, or to purchase more 
useful items. Some are simply items that are useful to the story at large, like keys, documents, or 
captured prisoners (and often don't need to be written down at all. 

Connected Qualities – These Qualities are used to gain some sort of favor or assistance. They are 
rolled on their own, and in most cases only one success is needed. The GM may decide that the favor 
asked for is especially difficult, and so a target number higher than 1 is called for. 

Sample Party Organizations – (A good place to start in inventing organizations is the MQ's, or the 
various factions in Fallen London.)

The Montecarne Agency – A Private Detective Agency based in Ladybones Road. The Agency is a mix 
of former constables, players in the Great Game, and experts in the strange and inexplicable. They hire
out their services as consultants, or take on private cases.

The Sable Club – A collection of talented and eccentric poets, writers, and intellectuals. They work to 
establish themselves in Fallen London's literary scene, and perhaps establish their own literary school.

The Brookhouse Regulars – A team of pickpockets and thugs out to make a name for themselves on the 
deadly streets of Spite. They occasionally take jobs with the more established gangs or mafias, but their
only loyalty is to each other. 

The Department of Sub-Neath Exploration – A government funded group of explorers and monster-
hunters that are attempting to map the tunnels and caverns beneath Fallen London. They are under-
funded and under-equipped, but make up for it with plenty of gumption and ferocity. 


